
A complete image makeover
Thanks to tv personality Gok Wan, we are all aware of the benefits of 
an image makeover which will enable us to minimise those body shape 
challenges and make the most of our assets. With that in mind Linda Lloyd,  
a personal trainer was treated to a personal styling experience by Shan 
Williams from Colour Me Beautiful, Europe’s leading image consultants.

Linda’s verdict

I had no idea how awful black was on me; I am 
going straight out to buy personal training clothes 
in my new colours. My clients won’t recognise 
me out of black - and to think I thought I looked 
good! I feel so inspired and can’t wait to model 
my outfits for my hubby, daughter, son and mum! 
Shan has made such a difference and I certainly 
feel more confident and colourful. I am now 
happy to show off my body shape which I work 
so hard to achieve – no pointing in hiding it,  
is there?”
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Fancy a  make-over yourself? Then please contact Shan via email 
shan.williams@charismaeffect.co.uk or call 07976 576176

We spoke to Shan Williams, award 
winning personal stylist and trainer for 
Colour Me Beautiful, Swansea’s own 
Lady Gok! Shan works from her studio 
in SA1 and she told us how and why 
she chose to style Linda the way she did.

“A recent survey found that 41 per 
cent of our wardrobes are made up 
of black clothes. Each of us owns an 
average of five black tops, three black 
skirts or trousers, one LBD (little black 
dress) and four pairs of black shoes. 
Sound familiar?

“Like a lot of women I see, 
Linda was ‘trapped in black’ 
when she came to see me and 
I wanted to add a splash of 
colour to her wardrobe.”

“Linda is a personal trainer and has the 
most wonderful neat hour glass figure.  
As you can imagine she spends a lot of 
her time in tracksuits (black of course) 
therefore, when she goes out she 
wants to look noticeably different but 
her social life dictates a casual look.

“Playing it safe and resorting to black 
was like a comfort blanket for Linda, 
but I was able to show her that warm 
tonal colours made her look fabulous. 

This is because she has soft brown hair, 
a warm skin tone and green/brown 
eyes. 

“The benefits of colour analysis 
are: you look younger, healthier 
and more energised; it’s easier 
to shop for clothes as you know 
what colours suit you; you have 
a more co-ordinated wardrobe 
(ie less clothes and more 
outfits) and, as a result, you 
save money.”

“One of the biggest benefits of colour 
analysis is that you wear the colours 
rather than the colours  wearing you. 
Linda really carries warm colours off 
well and she now has an up to date 
and sophisticated look. “I dressed Linda 
in a wonderful longer, fitted striped 
jumper with skinny colourful jeans and 
a chunkier shoe. These clothes are all 
bang on trend this season. Not only 
do they complement Linda’s colouring 
but the outfit is right for her body 
shape,height, scale and proportions. 
Sascha, the make-up artist, and I chose 
warm tones again for the make-up 
bringing attention to Linda’s fabulous 
eyes and we opted to give her a natural 
peachy toned lip gloss and a slight 
blush.”
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